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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 2012 
 

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY INNOVATIONS GRANT (SCIG) PROGRAM 
 

A Partnership of: 

 
The Southern Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) Program 

and the 
Southern Rural Development Center (SRDC) 

 
Maximum Funding Per Project: $10,000 

 

Proposal deadline 11:59 PM, Eastern Time, October 1, 2012 
 
Overview: 
 
Healthy and prosperous rural communities are vital to the sustainability of a healthy U.S. agriculture, and 
sustainable agriculture practices are important to the future vitality of many rural communities.  Despite 
the strong ties between agriculture and the community in which it is embedded, researchers and 
practitioners often fall short in their efforts to integrate both components into their scholarly and outreach 
activities.  It’s that failure that has provided the impetus for launching the Sustainable Community 
Innovations Grant Program—an effort designed to invest in programs that blend sound community 
development with sustainable agriculture strategies.    
 
The Southern SARE Program and the Southern Rural Development Center, the sponsors of this 
competitive SCIG program, are seeking to invest in projects/programs that promote a stronger alignment 
between sustainable agriculture and community development strategies in the South.  This type of 
alignment cannot be realized without strong and balanced working partnerships among people and 
organizations representing both sustainable agriculture and community development perspectives.  As 
such, applicants MUST demonstrate that their project team has a good mix of backgrounds and 
experiences relevant to these two key arenas (i.e., sustainable agriculture and community development).   
 

Who Can Apply: 
 
Any individuals, non-profit organizations, for-profit organizations, governmental organizations and/or 
educational organizations located in the Southern region.     

 
What individuals or organizations might be part of a project team?  They could include: 
 

• Business representatives, bankers, local government/agency representatives, community leaders, 
civic-minded organizations, educational institutions, political leaders, nonprofit organizations, 
faith-based groups, environmentalists, agriculture/community development professionals, 
farmers/ranchers, local residents who represent the demographic and socioeconomic diversity of 
the community, and other groups as deemed appropriate.  

 

Project Funding and Duration: 

 
• Project Amount:  Maximum of $10,000 
 

• Duration:  Can extend up to two years 
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The States That Comprise the Southern Region: 
 
For purposes of this grant program, states in the Southern region consist of: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Texas, Virginia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands. 
 
 

2012 PROGRAM PRIORITIES 
 
The SCIG program is open to a variety of innovative projects that successfully link sustainable agriculture 
with sustainable community activities.  Among the priority areas for this year’s SCIG Grants Program are 
the following topics:  
 

A. Strategic Planning Efforts:  Projects that engage local farmers, businesses, government, civic 
leaders, and others in the development and implementation of a strategic plan that gives careful 
consideration to sustainable agriculture and community strategies.  Local Food Policy Councils 
would represent the types of organization that could be organized to carry similar types of efforts 
at the local community level.  
 

B. Integrating Agriculture into the Local Economic Development Plan:  Initiatives that effectively 
link local agriculture/value-added activities with the comprehensive economic development 
strategies and activities of the local community or county.      
 

C. Food Assistance/Security Activities: Programs that are designed to enhance food access and food 
security to low-wealth people and community via the development of innovative local food 
systems (other than farmers’ markets and community gardens).  A 2006 report by Local 
Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC) titled, Food, Markets and Healthy Communities, provides 
case examples of innovative strategies that can be considered in rural localities.  We are open to 
innovative approaches (other than farmers’ markets) to address local food assistance/food 
security issues.  See http://www.lisc.org/content/publications/detail/1388.  
 

D. Linking Farmers and Local/Regional Consumers:  Innovative efforts that create stronger links 
between local farmers and key consumers, especially local or regional organizations and 
institutions.  This could include such innovative  efforts that help build on USDA’s “Know Your 
Farmer, Know Your Food” initiative, an effort designed to develop local and regional food 
systems that also contribute to local economic development opportunities.  
 

E. Strengthening/Creation of Niche Food and Agriculture-Related Businesses:  Activities by the 
community to strengthen, expand, and/or create new agriculture/value-added businesses that help 
reduce economic leakages or expand the availability of locally/regionally produced foods.  These 
could include entrepreneurial initiatives designed to facilitate the development of entrepreneurs 
that are engaged in value-added agricultural activities.  An example is the Vermont Food Venture 
Center that provides food and agricultural business consulting services to aspiring entrepreneurs 
and existing value-added producers. The Center seeks to expand food and agricultural 
opportunities in their local area.  

 
F. Regional Agriculture-Related Economic Clusters: Initiatives that engage community/county 

governments, the agricultural sector, civic leaders, and others in the development of strategies to 
support agriculture, agribusiness, and food processing activities on a regional (multi-county or 
multi-state) basis (NOTE: evidence must be provided that such a regional cluster does exist or is 
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emerging in the region).   A report by the Northeast Regional Center for Rural Development 
provides an excellent discussion of how to identify current and emerging regional agricultural and 
food industry clusters.  See http://nercrd.psu.edu/Publications/rdppapers/rdp26BW.pdf.  Another 
valuable resource is the StatsAmerica site. It provides information on how to determine your 
regional industry and occupational clusters, including clusters related to agribusiness and food 
processing.  Go to http://www.statsamerica.org/innovation/. 

 
G. Civic Dialogue/Deliberative Initiatives:  Programs that engage residents in public deliberation or 

study circles that address key issues having important bearing on sustainable agriculture and/or 
sustainable community activities.  One example of this type of work is represented by the study 
circles document on “The Natural Step for Communities: How Cities and Towns Can Change to 
Sustainable Practices.”  This study circles program engages a diversity of people and 
organizations on a host of sustainable efforts related to agriculture and other key components of 
the community.   People directly involved in sustainable agriculture, e.g. farmers, extension 
personnel, or non-profits devoted to sustainable agriculture, should be a part of any dialogue 
efforts.  NOTE: We are not requesting that this program be launched as part of a proposal.  We 
offer this as the type of process that can be used to build community-wide deliberation on 
agriculture/community sustainable programs and policies.  
 

H. Local Leadership Development Efforts:  Projects that seek to strengthen the ability of a broad-
based group of local citizens to understand and promote sustainable agricultural/community 
approaches, policies and/or practices.  People directly involved in sustainable agriculture, e.g. 
farmers, extension personnel, or non-profits devoted to sustainable agriculture, should be a part of 
any leadership development efforts. 
 

We would like to reiterate that other innovative projects or programs that are not captured in the above 
priorities will be considered as well.   

  
Outcomes and Outreach: 
 
Sustainable Community Innovation Grant recipients must incorporate an educational outreach 
component to their project.  This could take the form of training materials, articles, workshops, 
webinars/web-based programs, pamphlets and other media, generated from the results of the 
funded projects that can be adapted for use by other communities.   
 
 

` TYPES OF PROJECTS THAT ARE NOT FUNDABLE 
 
 The following types of projects will NOT be funded as part of the 2012 SCIG program: 
 

• Projects that focus on community gardens 

• Projects designed to fund farmers market staff/managers  

• Projects that focus on a single farm or business firm  

• Projects that only engage participants from a single organization or focus area (for 
example, people/groups who represent only the agricultural sector/interests) 

• Projects that fail to incorporate any focus on sustainable agriculture  
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USE OF FUNDS 
 

Funds MAY be used for the following purposes:  
 
     1. Supplies, including software; 
     2. Personnel; 
     3. Travel and per diem necessary for the project; 
     4. Outreach expenses; 
     5. Refreshments when meetings are held in a remote location where refreshments are                               

not readily available; 
6. Working lunches. 
 

Funds MAY NOT be used for the following purposes:  
 
     1. International travel;     
     2.    Permanent capital improvements, e.g. land, buildings, etc; 
     3.    Purchase of passenger carrying vehicles; 
     4.    Starting a farm or farming operation; 
     5.    Full or partial meals that are not working lunches. 
     6. Starting or expanding a non-governmental organization or organizational startup 

expenses of any kind are not allowed in Sustainable Community Innovation Grant 
projects.   

 
 

THE CRITICAL ASPECT OF THE SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY INNOVATION GRANTS 
PROGRAM is the desire by SSARE and the SRDC to invest in programs and projects that build strong 
links and create long-term partnerships between sustainable agriculture and sustainable community 
development interests.  The effective linking of these two areas will be viewed as essential in the selection 
of grantees by the panels involved in the evaluation and selection of the successful proposals.   

 
 
DEFINITIONS: The following are the common definitions associated with sustainable 
agriculture and sustainable community development  
 
Sustainable Community Development represents a conscious effort to make sound decisions 
that preserve the long-term vitality of communities, particularly with regard to economic, 
ecological and equity issues.  The process involves expanding the active engagement and 
involvement of diverse people and organizations in giving guidance to the future direction of the 
rural community; building trust among local people, organizations and/or institutions that have 
limited history of joining efforts on local community improvement efforts; creating an 
environment in which honest differences of opinions are voiced and efforts are made to pursue 
strategies that bring the greatest benefits to the long-term health of the rural community, 
including the agricultural sector.   
 

Sustainable agriculture is an integrated system of plant and animal production practices having 
a site- specific application that will, over the long-term: 
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• enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which the agricultural 
economy depends; 

 

• make the most efficient use of nonrenewable and on-farm resources and integrate, where 
appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls; 

 

• sustain the economic viability of farm operations; and 
 

• enhance the quality of life for farmers/ranchers and society as a whole. 
 

IMPORTANT! 
 

Proposals for the Southern SARE/SRDC Sustainable Community Innovation Grants Program CAN 
ONLY BE SUBMITTED using the SSARE On-Line Proposal Submission Web Site.  The Web Site 
address for On-Line Proposal Submissions is http://www.ciids.org/sare/scig/.  The web address can also 
be found throughout this call for proposals.  
  
Use the on-line proposal system to develop and submit your proposal.  Complete all of your editing and 
modifying before you finalize your proposal.  Once your proposal is finalized, it cannot be modified.  
Furthermore, once the October 1, 2012 deadline passes, the on-line system will close and no more 
proposals can be submitted—even those in progress that have not been finalized.  Please print your 
proposal and signature page and have your proposal reviewed by your institution or organization and 
obtain the appropriate signatures on the signature page.  Then mail or fax the signature page only to: 
 
Southern SARE Program 
Room 203 Stuckey Building 
1109 Experiment St. 
Griffin, GA  30223-1797 
FAX: (770) 412-4789 
 
Although you may mail or fax the signature page after the proposal deadline, we must have your 
signature page on file in order for your proposal to be funded.   
 
All of the guidelines, program goals and review criteria for submitting a Sustainable Community 
Innovation Grant proposal can be found in the following pages of this call for proposals. 
 
 

Who to Contact for Further Information: 
 
For more information on Sustainable Agriculture, please refer to the National SARE Program web site 
http://www.sare.org.  For more information on Rural Development, please refer to the Southern Rural 
Development web site http://srdc.msstate.edu.   

 
Another source of sustainable agriculture information is the Alternative Farming Systems Information 
Center (AFSIC), partially funded by SARE.  AFSIC specializes in locating, collecting, and providing 
information about alternative systems, new, industrial and alternative crops. Information specialists can 
answer questions, provide access to materials, provide references to experts or organizations, identify  
researchers and projects in the USDA, and furnish free bibliographies and reference briefs. Contact  
AFSIC at (301) 504-6559 or afsic@nal.usda.gov 
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PROPOSAL INSTRUCTIONS  
 

On the following two pages you can see all the questions you will be asked on the on-line 
submission web site at http://www.ciids.org/sare/scig/.  Once you have read through this 
call for proposals, click on that site, follow the directions and begin your proposal. 
 

 
 

Title Page 
 
Project Title: ___________________________________ 
 
Principal Investigator Information 
Information requested consists of principal investigator name, lead institution or organization name, full 
address, telephone, email and fax. 
 

Institutional Administrative Contact Information (person who handles contracts and has authority to 
sign the contracts) Name, institution name, full address, telephone, email and fax. 
 

Institutional Financial Contact Information (person who handles the finances, budgets, sends out 
invoices, prepares financial reports, etc.)  Name, institution name, full address, telephone, email and 
fax. 
 
Type of Institution (University, Non-profit organization, etc.) 
 
SSARE has a continuing commitment to monitor the operation of its review and award processes to 
identify and address any inequities based on gender or race.  To gather information needed for this 
important task, the applicant should submit the requested information with each proposal.  Submission of 
the requested information is voluntary and is not a precondition of award.  This information will not be 
part of the review process, will be confidential and will not appear on any copy of the submitted proposal 
including the applicant's copy. 
 
Gender:  Male, Female 
  
Race: American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or Other 
Pacific Islander, White/Caucasian, Other 
  
Are you of Hispanic/Latino background?  Yes, No 
 
Project Duration & Timetable 
Duration is limited to a maximum of two years.  Timetable is limited to no more than 500 words. 
 
 

Body of Proposal 
 
Project Abstract 
Offer a brief overview of your project.  Abstract is limited to no more than 500 words. 
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Purpose, Rationale and Justification 
This section will begin with:  “The purpose of this project is to. . .”   Make the purpose clear and offer a 
solid rationale and justification for your project.  Please limit this section to 1000 words.   
 
Project Relevance to Sustainable Development  
State how the project and the expected results contribute jointly to agricultural and rural community 
sustainability.  This is a crucial part of your proposal, so please give it careful attention.  Limit this section 
to 1000 words. 
 

Note: Please avoid simply stating that your project addresses an element of sustainable agriculture or 
community development.  It is critical that you provide clear statements of HOW your project will 
address it and make it more sustainable.  Please make sure that your work -- even though it is making 
a part of a system more sustainable -- does not result in other aspects of the system becoming less 
sustainable.   

 
Objectives 
Provide a numbered list of concise major project objectives associated with your project.   List no more 
than six objectives; fewer are better.  If you have more than six major objectives, you need to rethink your 
project.  Limit 500 words.   
 
Approach and Methods 
Offer a brief description of the procedures/methods to be used for each objective, numbered according to 
their corresponding objective.  Describe what is to be done, how it is to be done, who will be involved 
(including partners), and what roles project members will play in carrying out that specific objective(s).  
The “Approach and Methods” section is limited to no more than 1000 words. 
 
Outreach Plan / Strategic Partnerships 
Please show your outreach plan for providing local government and/or community-based organizational 
leaders, producers, researchers and extension personnel with an opportunity to learn from project results.  
Outreach may be accomplished through workshops, community meetings, field days, fact sheets, 
brochures or other outreach activities.  The formation of strategic partnership with a range of local 
organizations, be they government, non-profit, educational, or the private sector, is encouraged.  
Applicants are urged to address the development of new, or the capability of existing, local leaders and 
partners in the planning and implementation of the proposed activity.  1000 word maximum. 
 
Literature Cited (if any) 
List cited literature limited to no more than 500 words. 
 
Budget and Budget Justification 
Fill in a budget, with estimated labor/personnel, operating, supply, and equipment costs.  See page 4 for a 
list of what can and cannot be funded.  For budget detail required please see 
http://www.southernsare.org/Grants/Proposal-Budget-Checklist for Sustainable Community Innovation 
Grants.   
 
In addition, you must provide a budget justification for each item listed on your budget. 
 
USDA-NIFA will allow SARE to cover indirect costs. You may include a line item in the proposal 
budget that requests up to 10 percent of your project's direct costs as a charge for indirect costs.  If your 
institution has a negotiated rate for indirect costs that is less than 10 percent, SARE must pay the lower 
rate.  If you do not have a negotiated rate for indirect costs, SARE can’t cover indirect costs.  Indirect cost 
amounts may need to be adjusted prior to final project budget approval to meet USDA-NIFA 
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requirements and University of Georgia guidelines.  The maximum amount allowed for funding on a 
Sustainable Community Innovation Grant, even if indirect costs are entered, is still $10,000.  

 
Proposal Applicant and Major Cooperators Experience and Roles 
Describe experience relative to project and role in the project for the applicant and—if applicable—up to 

two major cooperators.  500 word maximum. 
 

 
The SSARE/SRDC On-Line Proposal Submission web site is: 

 

http://www.ciids.org/sare/scig/ 
 

 
PROPOSAL REVIEW AND AWARD ANNOUNCEMENT 

 
A Technical Advisory Committee will have one half of the members selected by SSARE and one half by 
SRDC.   This committee will evaluate proposals for technical merit and relevancy of project to 
sustainable community development and to Sustainable Community Innovation Grants Program criteria.  
The advisory committee will make the award selections.  Applicants will be notified in mid- to-late 
December, 2012.  At that time, reviewer comments will also be sent to each applicant.  
 

CRITERIA FOR PROPOSAL REVIEW 
 
The Sustainable Community Innovation Grants Program is committed to an ethic of openness, 
inclusiveness and diversity in all of its programs, policies and procedures.  The criteria by which each 
proposal will be judged are as follows (total is 100 points):  
 

• The strength of the project’s purpose, rationale and justification (10 points) 
 

• The degree to which the project clearly states the contribution it will make to agricultural and 
community sustainability (20 points).  

 

• The clarity, relevance and feasibility of the project objectives; the quality of the methodologies 
proposed to carry out project activities (15 points). 

 

• The strength of the outreach education plans (15 points) 
 

• The diversity of the partnerships created; degree to which partners have clearly defined project 
roles and responsibilities (20 points).  

 

• Appropriateness of the budget given the project objectives and activities (10 points). 
 

• Qualifications of the applicant(s) to carry out the proposed project (10 points)  
 
The Southern-SARE Administrative Council will give considerable weight to reporting records (length of 
time that reports are overdue, etc.) of previous recipients of SARE contracts or grants when evaluating 
projects for any future Southern SARE funding.  Grant recipients are encouraged to submit reports in a 
timely manner, as this will affect Administrative Council decisions. 
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PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS 
 
The Southern SARE/SRDC Sustainable Community Innovation Grant program requires an annual 
progress report and a final report on all projects.  Furthermore, the Southern SARE Program and the 
Southern Rural Development Center must be credited as a funding source in any publication generated 
from the funded research.  
 
 

The SSARE/SRDC Sustainable Community Innovation Grant  
On-Line Proposal Submission web site is: 

http://www.ciids.org/sare/scig/ 
 

 

Additional copies of this Call for Proposals may be obtained from the web at: 
   

http://www.southernsare.org/Grants/Apply-for-a-Grant 
OR 

http://srdc.msstate.edu   
 

or by contacting any of the following: 
      
Southern SARE Program     Southern Rural Development Center  
Stuckey Building, Rm 203    Box 9656      
1109 Experiment Street    410 Bost Extension Building   
Griffin, GA  30223-1797    Mississippi State, MS 39762   
Phone: (770) 412-4787    Phone:  (662) 325-3207   
jsealey@uga.edu      ljb@srdc.msstate.edu  
 
 
 
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY INNOVATION 

GRANT PROPOSAL, PLEASE CONTACT: 
 
Lionel J. (Bo) Beaulieu, PhD         OR  John Mayne, PhD 
Southern Rural Development Center   Assistant Director  
Phone:  (662) 325-3207     Southern SARE Program 
ljb@srdc.msstate.edu      Phone: (828) 626-2680 
         jmayne@uga.edu 
 
 

 
The SSARE/SRDC Sustainable Community Innovation Grant  

On-Line Proposal Submission web site is: 
 

http://www.ciids.org/sare/scig/ 
 


